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Abstract. The paper presents a conﬁgurable method for static data
race detection. The method is based on a lightweight approach that
implements Lockset algorithm with a simpliﬁed memory model. The
paper contributes two heavyweight extensions which allow to adjust
required precision of the analysis by choosing the balance between spent
resources and a number of false alarms. The extensions are (1) counterexample guided reﬁnement based on predicate abstraction and (2) thread
analysis. The approach was implemented in the CPALockator tool and
was applied to Linux kernel modules. Real races found by the tool have
been approved and ﬁxed by Linux kernel developers.
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Introduction

Bugs which are related to a parallel execution of code are considered to be the
most diﬃcult for detecting and ﬁxing. Race conditions are still remaining the
most numerous class of such bugs [11]. Data race condition is a situation in which
a shared memory location may be accessed from several threads simultaneously.
Such bugs can lead to severe consequences even to failure of the whole software
system [10].
There exist many tools for automatic detection of race conditions. We distinguish two basic classes of static analyzers: lightweight and heavyweight. The
ﬁrst ones require signiﬁcantly less resources, but frequently based on an unsound
approaches leading to inaccuracies of the analysis such as missed errors. Heavyweight analyzers allow to prove absence of errors, but consume a lot of resources,
such as time and memory. It means that heavyweight approaches are still impossible to apply to real software systems.
Our main goal is to develop a lightweight static data race analyzer which
can be applied to operating system kernels. The key issue is increasing of the
accuracy of the analysis in a such way to make the tool useful for the veriﬁcation
of such complicated software systems as the Linux kernel. Our contribution is a
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lightweight approach extended with heavyweight techniques which were usually
applied for precise veriﬁcation of small programs.
The paper is organized as follows. Key challenges are presented in Sect. 2.
Then an overview of the method is given. The implementation of the approach
is discussed in Sect. 4. Two extensions: reﬁnement for data race conditions and
thread analysis are described in Sects. 5 and 6. Section 7 presents the results of
application to Linux kernel modules.

2

Key Challenges of Data Race Detection with Static
Analysis

Let us remind key concepts of static analysis. A program is modeled with a control
ﬂow automaton (CFA) which is a set of states and transitions related to operators
in the program. A state of a program is considered to be its memory status which
includes a program counter determining a particular location in the program. The
goal of static analysis is to determine a set of reachable states from a given state
via transitions. If the set of all reachable states includes a special one (so called
error state) the bug is considered to be found. As the program usually has a huge
amount of states, an abstraction over states is used. The structure of the abstraction determines the accuracy of the analysis. For example, if the abstract state
represents values of all variables in a program, the analysis is very accurate, but
very slow. On the contrary, if the abstract state does not consider values of variables at all, the analysis is very fast and imprecise.
Now let us deﬁne a type of bugs which the analysis will detect. In software
systems race conditions usually arise in case of simultaneous accesses to the same
shared memory locations from diﬀerent threads, one of the accesses is a write
access. Such races are called data races.
Race conditions do not always lead to an incorrect state of a program.
For example, simultaneous modiﬁcation of a statistic counter leads only to an
insigniﬁcant diﬀerences. Such situations are known as benign races.
The task of static data race detection is a complicated problem, as in general
case to prove the correctness of all possible interleavings of several threads should
be checked, and it is the problem of exponential complexity. Methods of static
analysis with interleavings solve the problem for a very small programs [1,7,9].
Unlike to dynamic analyzers which always know what memory location is
accessed, static analyzers do not know values of pointers. It means that it is very
hard to precisely determine that two accesses are performed to the same memory
location. There are diﬀerent approaches to deal with the problem: a precise memory model, alias analysis and others. Alias analysis provides a map from pointers to a set of memory locations which they point to. While using a conservative
approach which considers all possible aliases so-called may-aliases, the tool get
an enormous size of the map that leads to high resource consumption. Such techniques are used only in heavyweight tools which are targeted at accuracy of the
analysis. Lightweight tools which are valued for their speed, likely do not use such
methods or use heuristics which may miss bugs in some cases.
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One of the ways for decreasing a set of variables which may be involved in
a race condition is enabling an additional analysis of shared data. The analysis
outputs a set of potential shared variables. If a variable can never be shared,
it can not be involved in race condition. The main issue is conservatism of the
analysis. On the one hand, non conservative analysis can not handle complicated
cases, for example, related to pointer arithmetics. Thus, it can miss shared variables and consequently may miss a bug. On the other hand, if the analysis is
very conservative, the result is a set of shared variables that does not diﬀer from
the set of all variables and it aﬀects the speed.
The second important problem of static analysis is a signiﬁcant percentage of
false alarms in comparison to dynamic analysis. Let us consider the main causes.
The ﬁrst cause of false alarms is an inconsistency of conditions in the path. In
this case the path is called infeasible. Often the infeasibility of the path is related
only to operations in one thread. If from the whole path of execution consisted
of the paths in diﬀerent threads one local infeasible path can be extracted, then
local infeasibility takes place. Otherwise, there is global infeasibility.
The second cause of false alarms is the detection of all possible synchronization primitives which can be used for concurrent memory access exclusion. First,
all synchronization primitives are also objects in memory which may be equal.
The issue of pointers equality again leads us to precise memory model. Second,
conditional actions, like mutex trylock, exist. A program behavior depends on a
possibility to acquire a lock, and if the lock is successfully acquired the function
returns a special code (usually zero). To be able to handle such cases an analysis
should somehow link the return value to the acquired lock.
The third important cause of false alarms is a thread dependency. Often a
program performs some preparation actions (initialization) and then creates a
number of auxiliary threads. The initialization may be done without any synchronization and there can not be race conditions, as the other threads will be
created later. Thus, there is a need in a special kind of analysis, like thread
analysis, to determine blocks of code which can be executed in parallel.

3

Method Overview

As it was already said the program state is its memory state including the program counter. For multithreaded program the state includes a set of program
counters for every thread of execution. Race condition is a program state, where
two accesses to the same memory location from the diﬀerent threads is possible,
one of the accesses is a write access.
Now let us deﬁne a projection of a program state on a thread. A projection
on a particular thread includes memory state which is available only for the
thread: its local variables and shared data. To abstract from details of interaction
between threads, further we will consider analysis on projections. Such analysis
considers every thread separately from the others which are an environment for
the ﬁrst one.
To deﬁne race conditions on projections we need the notion of compatibility.
We deﬁne two projections as compatible, if there exists one program state which
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can be projected to the given projections. For race condition we need two projections and they should be compatible, so that they correspond to one program
state. We deﬁne a race condition on projections as a pair of projections which
are compatible and corresponding program state is a race condition state.
The analysis operates with abstract states which include a set of program
states. As we consider analysis on projections, hereinafter the term abstract
state we will use as abstract projection-state.
The presented method is based on the algorithm Lockset. The algorithm was
initially implemented in a dynamic analyzer [12]. Our analysis is constructed in
a similar way, but is implemented in static analyzer. An abstract state of the
analysis stores information about acquired locks for every thread. After construction the whole graph of abstract reachable states for every memory access
there is an abstract state containing a set of acquired locks. Two states are considered compatible if the intersection of containing lock sets is empty. According
to deﬁnition a warning about a potential race condition is reported if we have
two compatible states, where two accesses to the same memory location from
the diﬀerent threads is possible, one of the accesses is a write access.
Calculation of lock sets during analysis stage is simple: if the analysis ﬁnds a
function acquiring a lock the corresponding lock is added to the abstract state,
and in the case of releasing a lock, the corresponding lock is removed from the
abstract state.
We use a simple memory model. For every pointer a unique identiﬁer based
on its name and scope is constructed. If two identiﬁers are equal, the pointers
are considered to point to the same memory location. Thus, one pointer always
points to the same memory without a dependency on a program location. Moreover, while analyzing ﬁeld access expressions we consider only ﬁeld names, but
not the base expression of the structure. Thus, the memory model in the analysis
makes an assumption that memory locations which are pointed by two pointers
A → a and B → a are equal for the structures of the same type. If the structures
A and B have diﬀerent types, the memory locations A → a and B → a will be
considered diﬀerent.
Let us consider an example of lock analysis.

Fig. 1. An example of lock analysis
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The Fig. 1 presents only abstract states which contain information only about
acquired locks. Suppose that the function is called from several threads. A race
condition will be found in the example: there exists a transition (line 6), performing an access to the global variable global, from the state which has no acquired
locks {}, and also from the state which has a lock acquired. Intersection of the
lock sets is empty, thus the potential race condition takes place.
It should be noted that the approach uses a heuristic to decrease an amount
of false alarms. It is based on an assumption that situations when all the accesses
to some shared data are never protected are rare. Usually the majority of accesses
to one shared memory location use necessary lock protection and only a small
number of accesses to the same memory are missing the required locks. If the
analysis obtained an empty set of locks for all accesses to some variable then it
likely means that we missed something, e.g. more complicated synchronization
or thread dependencies. According to the heuristic race conditions will not be
reported for the shared variables which are not protected at all, although the
classic Lockset reports it as a potential race condition.

4

Implementation

The described method is implemented using a concept of CPA (Conﬁgurable
Program Analysis) [4] and called CPALockator. The concept allows to launch
several types of analysis together: sequentially or in parallel. Every analysis may
choose a balance between precision and consumed resources itself.

Fig. 2. A method scheme

Consider the analysis scheme presented in the Fig. 2. First, the shared analysis is launched. Its result is a set of unshared variables for every program location, mostly we interested in pointers which point to a local data. The other
variables are treated as shared. Further race conditions are reported only for
shared variables. Then a parallel composition of the three analysis is launched:
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Lock Analysis, Thread Analysis and Predicate Analysis. At this stage lock sets
are calculated for each access in a reached set by Lock Analysis, and potential
parallel blocks of code are determined in Thread Analysis. After ﬁnishing the
construction of the reached set, the set of potential race conditions is calculated
using the notion of compatibility of states. For each potential race condition
we have two paths leading to memory accesses and for them we start the next
step – Reﬁnement. During the reﬁnement for every path a logical formula is constructed. Then logical satisﬁability of the formula is checked. If one of the paths
is infeasible, for example, a value of variable is not considered, the abstraction is
rebuilt. The corresponding condition on the variable aﬀecting infeasibility of the
path is added as a new predicate to Predicate Analysis, and next iteration of the
analysis is started. It will construct the new abstraction without the infeasible
path. The process may continue until it will converge.
In theory one can imagine an example that requires an inﬁnite number of
reﬁnements, however in practice analysis usually needs only a ﬁnite number
of reﬁnement iterations. For a large amount of source code one iteration of
reﬁnement stage may take dozens of seconds. Therefore usually a time limit
is used, and when the time is expired all found race conditions are reported to a
user, even if there may be spurious ones. Experiments show that in many cases
spurious race conditions are removed with reﬁnement quickly and the rest of
time is spent to prove the non spuriousness of the others.
Shared analysis and lock analysis have been already presented in the
paper [2]. Predicate analysis is a basic analysis which was implemented in CPA
concept long ago [3]. Detail description of two contributions of the paper: Reﬁnement process and Thread Analysis are presented in the next sections.

5

Refinement

The task of the reﬁnement is to exclude spurious race conditions, related to
infeasible paths. Note, that the reﬁnement solves the task of local infeasibility
and does not consider an interaction of threads with each other.
Consider the example on the Fig. 1. If the analysis does not consider possible
values of variables, four paths will be analyzed. One of them, in which the lock
is acquired (line 4) and is not released, aﬀects the further analysis of the other
code. The path is infeasible, as the condition expression is the same in both
condition operators (lines 3 and 7). So, in a real execution only two paths may
appear, each of them has no acquired lock at the end.
The reﬁnement method which is used in our analysis, is based on the classic
algorithm CEGAR – Counterexample Guided Abstraction Reﬁnement [5]. First,
let us describe the original approach. The basic idea is that the chosen property is
proved not for the initial system which is rather complicated, but for a simpliﬁed
model of the system which is called an abstraction. The abstraction may be very
rough and miss large number of details, but it should be correct. In other words,
all states reachable in initial system should have corresponding reachable states
in the abstraction.
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A number of states in abstraction is usually less than in the initial system
that makes its analysis easier, but due to imprecise model there may appear
spurious race conditions. In the case a counterexample is built, it is an example
of error path, leading to an error. After that the counterexample is checked on
the initial system. If it is feasible, the found error is considered to be a real
bug. The other case means the counterexample is obtained due to an imprecise
abstraction. Then the abstraction is reﬁned, guided by the counterexample, and
details aﬀecting on the feasibility of the counterexample are added. After that
the analysis continues on the reﬁned abstraction. The iterations are repeated
until the correctness is proven or the real bug is found.
Abstraction of the program may be done in diﬀerent ways, but the most
popular is predicate abstraction which is based on partition a set of program
states (values of its variables) on subsets with equal value of chosen predicates.
To check a counterexample and abstraction reﬁnement there is a need to
represent a sequence of operators in initial program as logic formulas. There are
many approaches, as pre- and postconditions or path formulas, based on SSA
representation. To check satisﬁability of the formulas the diﬀerent SMT-solvers
(Satisﬁability Modulo Theories) are used. If the path formula is unsatisﬁable,
the conditions which then will be added to analysis, should be extracted. The
conditions are represented by predicates. There are diﬀerent ways of extracting predicates from a path formula, for example, syntactic methods or Craig
interpolation [6,8].
CEGAR approach (Fig. 3) was implemented in diﬀerent static veriﬁcation
tools. It is successfully applied for solving reachability tasks, e.g. checking reachability of an error location in a program. If a path from an entry point to an
error location is found the reﬁnement is performed.

Fig. 3. A CEGAR approach
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For checking race conditions we use a modiﬁed version of CEGAR. Instead
of checking feasibility of the Error path we are checking spuriousness of race
condition. As far as race condition includes at least two paths we should check
feasibility of each path and compatibility of corresponding states. If we found
two feasible paths then a race condition is reported. Otherwise, for infeasible
paths we get new predicates and the abstraction is reconstructed.
In the example on Fig. 1 during reﬁnement a logical path formula is constructed, containing conditions [var == 1] and [var == 0]. The formula is passed
to a special component, called Solver which returns a verdict that the formula
is unsatisﬁable. Together with the verdict the solver returns interpolants which
in fact are a contradictory part of the formula. For our example interpolant may
be, for example, [var == 0]. Further analysis will consider the value of the variable and the infeasible path will not appear in the new abstraction. The Fig. 4
presents a graph of abstract states for Predicate Analysis and Lock Analysis for
the program. Braces contain an abstract state of Lock Analysis and abstract
states of Predicate Analysis are in square brackets.

Fig. 4. An example of predicate analysis with lock analysis

Actually a program may contain not only one race condition. There are two
ways in CEGAR approach to behave.
(1) The Analysis continues until the ﬁrst race condition is found. It means that
a pair of compatible states with accesses to the same shared data is found.
Then the reﬁnement should check a path to each state for feasibility.
(2) The potential race conditions are reﬁned after the Analysis stage and if there
are any spurious race conditions, the analysis is repeated on the new more
precise abstraction. A disadvantage of the strategy is an amount of repeated
work. For example, for similar paths the result of its reﬁnement is equal, and
there is no need to reﬁne them all.
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We made experiments with both strategies. Both of them show good results,
but the second one is more ﬂexible: the CEGAR loop may be stopped and the
results reported to the user if the abstraction reaches some level of precision. The
ﬁrst strategy requires highly precise abstraction to be able to output results.
The described reﬁnement method allows to exclude spurious race conditions
caused by local infeasible paths. It requires a great amount of time, as to excluding all infeasible paths from the abstraction a high level of precision is required
that means a great number of predicates. If the path contains a loop, the reﬁnement should consider all its iterations. The results of our experiments show that
majority of spurious race conditions are eliminated from abstraction quickly, and
remaining time is spent for proving the correctness.

6

Thread Analysis

There are cases, when accesses to shared data are allowed without usage of
explicit synchronization primitives. The main cause is that at the moment only
one thread may be active. For example, at initialization stage other threads
usually are not created. If the dependency between threads is not considered,
many spurious race conditions appear. Consider the example: one thread creates
another. The main function start performs some initialization actions, then creates a thread which works with a global variable. As the worker thread can not
be executed before it is created, a simultaneous access to the global variable is
impossible.
Abstract state of thread analysis contains a set of labels which describes
a set of active threads at the moment. Compatibility of states is deﬁned as
existence of compatible labels which means corresponding threads can be active
simultaneously. A set of labels is modiﬁed at points of thread creation or thread
joining. The label is a pair: a unique name, related to the thread, and a binary
ﬂag. At thread creation point a label with zero ﬂag is added to the set of labels
of parent thread, and a label with ﬂag one is added to the set of labels of child
thread.
Thread join is handled in a more complicated way. In general case the algorithm of labels ﬂow becomes very diﬃcult, so we consider a simpliﬁed case assuming a thread is joined in that thread which created it. In that case after joining
the corresponding thread is removed from the set of labels of parent thread.
With assumption made in the parent set of labels must have a label with zero
ﬂag.
For the example on Fig. 5 the analysis calculates a set {1.0} for the ﬁrst
access to a global variable which means only one thread is working (Fig. 6). For
the second access to the same memory from the thread worker the set is {1.0,
2.1}. These two sets are not compatible, as they have no labels with diﬀerent
ﬂags (the ﬁrst label has the same ﬂag in the both sets). Thus, the race condition
is not reported.
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Fig. 5. Example of multithreaded code

Fig. 6. An example of thread analysis

The described method does not support unbounded number of thread creation, this is a direction for a future work. The idea is to use abstract self-parallel
threads instead of number of similar thread creations. Note, the described
method is applied to the simple cases when a thread is joined in the same
thread, where it was created. In theory the approach allows to perform the
analysis of such cases, but the implementation requires more deep modiﬁcation
of the tool. However, the complicated cases hardly ever appear in real software,
so the assumption is rather natural.

7

Experiments

Experiments were performed with a benchmark set which is based on modules of Linux kernel 4.5-rc1, subsystem drivers/net/wireless. Preparation of the
benchmarks was performed with LDV Tools infrastructure [14] which forms a
driver environment [13]. There were four launches: with one of the extensions
(reﬁnement and thread analysis), with both of them and without them.
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113 modules of the subsystem were successfully analyzed (Table 1). There
were several main causes, leading to unknown verdicts in the other modules,
for example, time and memory limits, but the majority of them (54 cases) are
related to failures of components of LDV infrastructure.
Table 1. Results of the launch on drivers/net/wireless
Warnings Unknowns Safes Time, h Memory, Gb
Thread analysis, Reﬁnement

5

61

51

3.2

Reﬁnement

6

67

44

4.1

8.1
4.0

Thread analysis

27

57

49

2.3

8.2

Default analysis

186

54

43

2.1

3.5

Results show that the thread analysis does not hardly increase the time of
analysis, but requires a lot of memory. Reﬁnement behaves contrary. Explanation is simple: thread analysis requires an own state space, and reﬁnement only
checks the reachability of the existing states. For the launch with two extensions
warnings about race conditions were investigated. All of the ﬁve warnings are
related to the cases, when data is extracted from a shared list under protection,
but the other work is performed without locks. The cases are false alarms.
After that modules of the whole drivers/directory were analyzed with both of
the two extensions. There were 2219 warnings, which correspond to 405 modules.
Usually, the cause of warnings per module is the same, thus only one warning
for every module was analyzed. The most important cause of false alarms is an
imperfection of environment model which leads to more than 50% of false warnings. For example, some driver handlers are called with lock protection, and the
environment model missed that fact. Moreover, there are dependencies between
handlers of diﬀerent structures which do not allow them to be executed in parallel that is also not considered in the environment model. Note, the environment
model is related to the stage of preparation, and not to the analysis.
There were cases, when structures of the same type are used for diﬀerent
purposes with diﬀerent types of protection. Therefore, the simple memory model
leads to about 10% of false warnings.
10% more of false alarms are related to cases when a data is extracted and
removed from a shared set under protection and the next work is performed
without locks. And about 10% are related to the inaccuracies in the analysis:
function pointers, missed locks and shared data detection.
About 15% of warnings are true. Note, that one module with a race condition
can produce more than 10 warnings for diﬀerent variables. Thus, 290 found true
warnings correspond to 32 race conditions. These errors are reported to kernel
developers. The bugs were partly accepted, and several ones were ﬁxed. The
list of ﬁxed bugs are placed at http://linuxtesting.org/results/ldv, data race
category.
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Conclusion

In the paper we described two heavyweight extensions of lightweight approach
for data race detection, which is implemented on top of the CPAchecker tool.
In fact it is a lightweight one, but it allows a ﬂexible adjustment of the balance
between resources and accuracy. Our method considers the speciﬁcs of operating
system kernels, such as complex parallelism and synchronization primitives, and
active usage of pointer arithmetic. One more feature is an ability to scale on
large amounts of source code.
The described approach of static analysis for race detection shows good
results. Analysis of causes of false alarms indicates that to a practical application of the tool to Linux kernel modules there is a need to improve the environment model. Development of the analysis may be continued in several directions:
increasing the accuracy of the internal analyzes and a memory model, supporting new synchronization primitives, for example, RCU (read-copy-update) and
development of approaches to speed up the analysis. Moreover, a separate task
is to investigate the possibility of practical application of the tool to the other
classes of tasks.
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